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Abstract 21 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified thousands of variants for disease risk. 22 

These studies have predominantly been conducted in individuals of European ancestries, which 23 

raises questions about their transferability to individuals of other ancestries. Of particular interest 24 

are admixed populations, usually defined as populations with recent ancestry from two or more 25 

continental sources. Admixed genomes contain segments of distinct ancestries that vary in 26 
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 2 

composition across individuals in the population, allowing for the same allele to induce risk for 27 

disease on different ancestral backgrounds. This mosaicism raises unique challenges for GWAS 28 

in admixed populations, such as the need to correctly adjust for population stratification to balance 29 

type I error with statistical power. In this work we quantify the impact of differences in estimated 30 

allelic effect sizes for risk variants between ancestry backgrounds on association statistics. 31 

Specifically, while the possibility of estimated allelic effect-size heterogeneity by ancestry 32 

(HetLanc) can be modeled when performing GWAS in admixed populations, the extent of HetLanc 33 

needed to overcome the penalty from an additional degree of freedom in the association statistic 34 

has not been thoroughly quantified.  Using extensive simulations of admixed genotypes and 35 

phenotypes we find that modeling HetLanc in its absence reduces statistical power by up to 36 

72%.  This finding is especially pronounced in the presence of allele frequency differentiation.  We 37 

replicate simulation results using 4,327 African-European admixed genomes from the UK Biobank 38 

for 12 traits to find that for most significant SNPs HetLanc is not large enough for GWAS to benefit 39 

from modeling heterogeneity. 40 

 41 

Introduction 42 

The success of genomics in disease studies depends on our ability to incorporate diverse 43 

populations into large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWAS)1-4.  Cohort and biobank 44 

studies are growing to reflect this diversity5-7, and a variety of techniques exist which incorporate 45 

populations of different continental ancestries into GWAS8. However, while admixture has been 46 

an important factor in other steps in the disease mapping process, such as fine-mapping9 and 47 

estimating heritability10,11, individuals of mixed ancestries (admixed individuals) have largely been 48 

left out of traditional association studies. GWAS performed in admixed populations have greater 49 

power for discovery compared to similar sized GWAS in homogeneous populations12,13.  Thus, 50 

excluding admixed individuals from association studies will not only increase health disparities, 51 
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but will also disadvantage other populations. To prevent this exclusion, approaches to association 52 

studies have been developed specifically for admixed populations14-17.  However, the impact of 53 

HetLanc (differences in estimated allelic effect sizes for risk variants between ancestry 54 

backgrounds) on GWAS methods remains underexplored.  Of particular interest are recently 55 

admixed populations, defined as less than 20 generations of mixture between two ancestrally 56 

distinct populations.  In such populations, the admixture process creates mosaic genomes 57 

comprised of chromosomal segments originating from each of the ancestral populations (i.e., local 58 

ancestry segments). Local ancestry segments are much larger than linkage disequilibrium (LD) 59 

blocks18; thus, LD patterns within each local ancestry block of an admixed genome reflect LD 60 

patterns of the ancestral population.  Similarly, allele frequency estimates from segments of a 61 

particular local ancestry are expected to reflect allele frequencies of the ancestral population. 62 

Variation in local ancestry across the genome leads to variability in global ancestry (the average 63 

of all local ancestries within a given individual). Such variability in local and global ancestries could 64 

pose a problem to GWAS in admixed populations as genetic ancestries are often correlated with 65 

socio-economic factors that also impact disease risk, thus yielding false positives in studies that 66 

do not properly correct for genetic ancestries. Because local and global ancestry are only weakly 67 

correlated19, complete control of confounding due to admixture requires conditioning on both local 68 

and global ancestry20.  However, the success of admixture mapping indicates that the possibility 69 

of losing power due to over-correction for local ancestry stratification is serious17,21. 70 

 71 

GWAS in admixed populations is typically performed either using a statistical test that ignores 72 

local ancestry altogether (e.g., the Armitage trend test, ATT) or using a test that explicitly allows 73 

for HetLanc (e.g., Tractor). The former provides superior power in the absence of HetLanc with 74 

the latter having great potential for discovery in its presence. However, these methods’ relative 75 

statistical power for discovery depends on the cross-ancestry genetic architecture of the trait: i.e., 76 

which variants are causal and what are those variants’ ancestry-specific frequencies, causal 77 
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effects, and linkage disequilibrium patterns. For example, existing studies have found that ATT 78 

can yield a 25% increase in power over Tractor3 in the absence of HetLanc while Tractor has 79 

higher power when causal effects are different by more than 60%15.  However, the full impact of 80 

cross-ancestry genetic architecture on GWAS power in admixed populations remains under-81 

explored. 82 

 83 

In this work, we use simulations to perform a comprehensive evaluation quantifying the impact of 84 

these factors on the power of GWAS approaches in admixed populations. We provide guidelines 85 

for when to use each test as a function of cross-ancestry genetic architecture. Elements of cross-86 

ancestry genetic architecture such as allele frequencies, global ancestry ratios, and LD are known 87 

or can be calculated in advance of a GWAS to determine which of our simulation results apply in 88 

each case.  Using extensive simulations, we find that ATT should be preferred when HetLanc is 89 

small or non-existent.  We quantify the extent of HetLanc and the ancestry-specific allele 90 

frequency differences required for Tractor to overcome the extra degree of freedom penalty. We 91 

further validate our results using the African-European admixed population in the UK Biobank 92 

(UKBB). By examining the HetLanc of significant SNPs in the UKBB, we can understand how 93 

often it rises to a level that impacts the power of traditional GWAS.   94 

 95 

Results 96 

Heterogeneity by Local Ancestry Impacts Association Statistics in Admixed 97 

Populations 98 

HetLanc occurs when a SNP exhibits different estimated allelic effect sizes depending on its local 99 

ancestry background. HetLanc can manifest itself at causal SNPs due to genetic interactions 100 

between multiple causal variants or differential environments, although recent work suggests that 101 

the magnitude and frequency of these types of epistatic effects between causal variants is 102 
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limited22.  A more common form of HetLanc is observed at non-causal SNPs that tag the causal 103 

effect in a differential manner across ancestries. Differential linkage disequilibrium by local 104 

ancestry at these non-causal SNPs (tagged SNPs) can cause HetLanc even when allele 105 

frequencies and causal effect sizes are the same across ancestries. The extent to which HetLanc 106 

exists and the magnitude of these differences in effect sizes are yet uncertain22-38. However, the 107 

existence of HetLanc plays an important role in the power of GWAS methods to detect 108 

associations. Consider the example in Figure 1 in which the allelic effect size for a tagged SNP is 109 

estimated for a phenotype in an admixed population.  In this population, both the tagged SNP and 110 

the true causal SNP may exist in regions attributed to both local ancestries present in the 111 

population (Figure 1a).  Since LD patterns differ by local ancestry, the correlation between the 112 

tagged and causal SNPs will also depend on local ancestry (Figure 1b).  This differential 113 

correlation between tagged and causal SNPs will cause the estimated allelic effect size for the 114 

tagged SNP 𝛽"!"#,% to depend on local ancestry 𝑖 (Figure 1c).  Thus, even for cases in which true 115 

causal effect sizes are the same across ancestries, allelic effect sizes estimated for the tagged 116 

SNP may be heterogeneous.  Since GWAS cannot determine true causal effect sizes, we 117 

introduce 𝑅&'!, a measure of HetLanc which allows for both true causal effect-size heterogeneity 118 

and LD- and allele frequency-induced estimated allelic effect-size heterogeneity. 119 

 120 

 121 

Figure 1: Toy example of how differential LD by local ancestry can induce HetLanc.  (a) 122 

Admixed populations contain haplotypes with different local ancestry at the causal or tagged SNP.  123 
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(b) The correlation between tagged and causal SNPs depends on their local ancestry due to 124 

differential LD by local ancestry.  (c) In a GWAS, the estimated marginal SNP effect size is 125 

proportional to the true causal effect size and the correlation between the tagged and causal 126 

SNPs (𝛽"!"#,% ∝ 𝜌%𝛽(")*"+,%, where 𝑖 refers to the 𝑖!& ancestry). 127 

 128 

Methods for association testing in admixed populations 129 

We start with a formal definition for a full model relating genotype, phenotype, and ancestry for a 130 

single causal SNP:  131 

 132 

𝑦	 = 	𝛽,𝑔, + 𝛽-𝑔- + 𝑒+𝑙	 + 𝑒./𝛼 + 𝜖																																																								(1)  133 

 134 

where  𝑦 is a phenotype, 𝑔, and 𝑔- are vectors that represent the number of alternate alleles with 135 

local ancestry 1 and 2 (such that 𝑔, + 𝑔- = 𝑔, the genotype in standard form),  𝛽, and 𝛽- are 136 

ancestry-specific marginal effect sizes of the SNP, 𝑙 is the vector of local ancestry counts at the 137 

locus,  𝑒+ is the effect size of 𝑙, 𝛼 is a matrix of other covariates such as global ancestry, 𝑒./ is the 138 

vector of the effect sizes of 𝛼, and 𝜖 is random environmental noise. 139 

 140 

Variability across local and global ancestries has been leveraged in various statistical approaches 141 

for disease mapping in admixed populations. One of the first methods developed for association 142 

was admixture mapping (ADM)17,29. ADM tests for association between local ancestry and disease 143 

status in cases and controls or in a case-only fashion. This association is achieved by contrasting 144 

local ancestry deviation with expectations from per-individual global ancestry proportions. 145 

Therefore, ADM is often underpowered especially in situations in which allele frequency at the 146 

causal variant is similar across ancestral populations30. Genotype association testing is 147 

traditionally performed using an Armitage trend test (ATT). ATT tests for association between 148 
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genotypes and disease status while correcting for global ancestry to account for stratification17,31. 149 

However, neither ADM nor ATT take advantage of the full disease association signal in admixed 150 

individuals.  SNP1, SUM, and MIX are examples of association tests that combine local ancestry 151 

and genotype information.  SNP1 regresses out local ancestry in addition to global ancestry to 152 

control for fine-scale population structure. This approach helps control for fine-scale population 153 

stratification but may remove the signal contained in local ancestry information32.  SUM33 154 

combines the SNP114 and ADM statistics into a 2 degree of freedom test.  MIX14 is a case-control 155 

test that incorporates SNP and local ancestry information into a single degree of freedom test. 156 

Most recently Tractor15 conditions the effect size of each SNP on its local ancestry followed by a 157 

joint test allowing for different effects on different ancestral backgrounds.  This step builds the 158 

possibility of HetLanc explicitly into the model, which may be particularly important when SNPs 159 

are negatively correlated across ancestries34.  Other varieties of tests have also been developed 160 

using different types of frameworks, most notably BMIX34 which leverages a Bayesian approach 161 

to reduce multiple testing burden.  These statistics have been compared at length3,14,17,35. 162 

However, existing comparisons do not consider HetLanc, nor do they thoroughly discuss allele 163 

frequency differences across ancestries.   164 

 165 

Association 

Statistic 

Statistical Test 

(𝑯𝟎) 

Assumptions 

on 𝛽 

Covariates Degrees of 

Freedom 

ADM 𝑒+ = 0 -- 𝛼 1 

ATT β = 0 𝛽 = 𝛽, = 𝛽- 𝛼 1 

SNP1 β = 0 𝛽 = 𝛽, = 𝛽- 𝑙, 𝛼 1 

MIX 𝑒+ ∘ 𝛽 = 0 𝛽 = 𝛽, = 𝛽- 𝛼  1 
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SUM β = 0 and 𝑒+ = 0 𝛽 = 𝛽, = 𝛽- 𝑙, 𝛼 2 

Tractor 𝛽, = 0 and 𝛽- = 0 -- 𝑙, 𝛼 2 

 166 

Table 1: Summary of GWAS association statistics.  All tests adjust for global ancestry and can 167 

be used on binary traits, and all tests except MIX can be implemented with adjustment for 168 

additional covariates and use on quantitative traits.  For more information on the comparison of 169 

ATT, ADM, SUM, and MIX see32.  We note that while additional methods exist35-39 we do not focus 170 

on them in this work because they do not directly relate to equation 1.   171 

 172 

ATT has more power than Tractor in the absence of heterogeneity by ancestry                                                                              173 

First, we use simulations to compare type I error and power for each association statistic in Table 174 

1.  Starting with 10,000 simulated admixed individuals based on a 50/50 admixture proportion, we 175 

simulate 1,000 case-control phenotypes with a single causal SNP (see Methods).  We calculate 176 

type I error as the probability of each method to detect significant associations in non-causal SNPs 177 

(see Methods).  Type I error is well controlled for every association test, well under the 5% 178 

threshold expected by the chosen p-value (Figure 2a).  The mean type I error was ≤ 4.36 × 101-% 179 

for every association test. The maximum value was ≤ 0.6% for every association test.  We next 180 

calculate power to detect SNPs with an odds ratio of 𝑂𝑅, = 𝑂𝑅- = 1.2 (see Methods).  We find 181 

that SNP1 had the highest power at 42.14%. However, SNP1 was not significantly more powerful 182 

than either MIX (power 42.12%, p-value 0.878) or ATT (power 42.05%, p-value 0.325, Figure 2b).  183 

The power of all three of these tests was significantly higher (p-value ≤ 1 × 101,2) than for SUM 184 

(power = 33.44%), ADM (power = 0.039%), or Tractor (power = 31.89%).  Thus, we find that while 185 

these association statistics are all well controlled, power does substantially differ between them. 186 

In the absence of both HetLanc and allele frequency difference, 1 degree of freedom SNP 187 

association tests outperform 2 degree of freedom tests.   188 
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 189 

Figure 2: Association statistics in the absence of HetLanc. (a) Type I error for association 190 

statistics.  Type I error calculated as the probability for detecting significant association for a 191 

null SNP. 95% confidence interval shown. (b) Power for association statistics.  Power 192 

calculated at odds ratios 𝑂𝑅, = 𝑂𝑅- = 1.2. 95% confidence interval too narrow for display. (c) 193 

Power for ATT and Tractor as 𝑀𝐴𝐹- is varied between 0.0 and 1.0 and 𝑀𝐴𝐹,	is fixed at 0.5.  194 

Power for both methods varies as MAF difference varies.  95% confidence interval too narrow 195 

for display. (d) Heatmap of percent increase in power of ATT over Tractor when 𝛽, = 𝛽- = 1.0.  196 

Minor allele frequencies 𝑀𝐴𝐹, and 𝑀𝐴𝐹- varied from 0.0 to 0.5 in increments of 0.1. All 197 

simulations are for a case-control (a-b) or quantitative (c-d) traits simulated 1,000 times for a 198 

population of 10,000 individuals with global ancestry proportion 50/50.  Power calculated using 199 

a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of standard threshold p-value < 1 × 1013 (a-b) or standard 200 
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threshold p-value < 5 × 1014 (c-d). Case-control traits (a-b) have case-control ratio 1:1 and 10% 201 

case prevalence, quantitative traits (c-d) have heritability ℎ- = 	0.005. Heritability, global 202 

ancestry, causal effect size 𝛽 and overall MAF do not qualitatively impact these results (Figures 203 

S1, S2 and S3). 204 

 205 

We next investigate how differences in minor allele frequency (MAF) impact the power of ATT 206 

and Tractor in the case where true causal effect sizes are the same.  We investigate the impact 207 

of varying MAF in each ancestry independently.  Using our 10,000 simulated admixed individuals 208 

from the previous experiment, we simulate 1,000 quantitative phenotypes with a single causal 209 

SNP (see Methods).  First, we let 𝑀𝐴𝐹, = 	0.5 and 𝑀𝐴𝐹- range from 0.0 to 1.0 with a 0.1 increment 210 

and plot power over 𝑀𝐴𝐹- (Figure 2c). We find that ATT has higher power than Tractor at all levels 211 

of MAF difference. Since Tractor has an extra degree of freedom compared to ATT, Tractor is 212 

disadvantaged when 𝛽, = 𝛽-.  When 𝑀𝐴𝐹, = 𝑀𝐴𝐹-, ATT has 94.7% power, with Tractor at 91.1% 213 

power.  However, as 𝑀𝐴𝐹- becomes more different from 𝑀𝐴𝐹,, ATT maintains its power at 93.0%.  214 

By contrast, Tractor loses much of its power, with only 45.3% power when the causal allele is 215 

fixed at 100% in population 2 and only 48.1% power when the causal allele is absent in population 216 

2.  ATT maintains higher power than Tractor even at varying levels of heritability (Figures S1, S2, 217 

S3), 𝑀𝐴𝐹, (Figure S1), global ancestry (Figure S2), and effect size 𝛽 (Figure S3). However, the 218 

difference in power has a large range depending on the MAF difference between local ancestries.   219 

 220 

Next we introduce percent difference in power, a one-dimensional metric to compare between 221 

these association statistics (see Methods). We use this metric to visualize how varying MAF1 and 222 

MAF2 independently impacts the power of ATT and Tractor (Figure 2d).  The percent increase in 223 

power when using ATT over Tractor when the causal SNP is absent in population 2 is 64%.  The 224 

power difference between ATT and Tractor increases as MAF difference increases. Furthermore, 225 
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the lower the MAF starts out in population 1, the larger the power difference between these two 226 

statistics.  Specifically, when 𝑀𝐴𝐹, 	= 	0.5 and 𝑀𝐴𝐹- 	= 	0.1, the difference in MAF is 0.4 and ATT 227 

has a 25% power increase over Tractor.  However, when 𝑀𝐴𝐹, 	= 	0.4 and 𝑀𝐴𝐹- 	= 	0.0, the 228 

difference in MAF is still 0.4 but ATT has a 42% increase in power over Tractor.   229 

 230 

While this result corroborates previous studies40-42, the relationship between Tractor and 231 

admixture mapping provides insight into the mechanism behind this dynamic.  Mainly, as allele 232 

frequency differentiation by local ancestry increases, so does the power of the admixture mapping 233 

test statistic. In fact, ADM has no power when minor allele frequencies do not differ by ancestry 234 

but achieves up to 6.7% power when MAF1 = 0.0 and MAF2 = 0.5 (Figure S4a). However, the 235 

Tractor method uses the admixture mapping statistic as its null hypothesis. A stronger null 236 

hypothesis will be rejected less often than a weaker one even when the alternative hypothesis is 237 

the same, causing any test utilizing a strong null hypothesis to have less power. Thus, Tractor will 238 

have less power when its null hypothesis (ADM) has more power, which occurs in situations with 239 

high allele frequency differentiation. When allele frequencies do not differ by ancestry, Tractor 240 

achieves 91% power in our simulations.  However, when MAF1 = 0.0 and MAF2 = 0.5 Tractor 241 

power plummets to 44% (Figure S4b).   242 

 243 

While high levels of allele frequency differentiation drastically decrease the power of Tractor, ATT 244 

also has a smaller decrease in power at high levels of allele frequency differentiation, from 95% 245 

at equal allele frequencies to 93% when MAF1 = 0.0 and MAF2 = 0.5 (Figure S4c). This decrease 246 

in power is not as large as that suffered by Tractor, but it is also due to increased power of the 247 

null hypothesis at higher frequency differentiation across populations.  The null hypothesis of the 248 

ATT test statistic only includes global ancestry, but the power of global ancestry alone to predict 249 

a trait increases as allele frequency differentiation increases32. The idea that including global 250 

ancestry as a covariate in these analyses reduces power for SNPs with large MAF differences 251 
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raises the question of how much attenuation can be expected when more exact measures of 252 

global ancestry (such as principal components) are included in the analysis.  However, the overall 253 

power attenuation due to the inclusion of global ancestry is small compared to that due to local 254 

ancestry; thus, we shift our focus back to considering local ancestry-specific effects on power. 255 

 256 

Impact of HetLanc on Power Depends on Allele Frequency Differences 257 

Next, we investigate the impact of MAF differences and HetLanc on power differences between 258 

ATT and Tractor.  The exact relationship between HetLanc (measured as Rhet), MAF difference, 259 

and percent difference in power is complex (Figure 3a).  First, there is a window when 0.5	 <260 

	𝑅&'! 	< 	1.5	in which, regardless of MAF difference, HetLanc is not enough to empower Tractor 261 

over ATT.  Thus, at these “low” levels of HetLanc, ATT will reliably have more power than Tractor 262 

across the allele frequency spectrum.  Similarly, when 𝑅&'! 	< 	−0.5, there is no allele frequency 263 

difference which would empower ATT over Tractor.  This corroborates our findings that when 264 

effect sizes are in opposite directions, Tractor is expected to have improved power over ATT 265 

regardless of MAF difference.  We can see that it is characteristics of both ATT and Tractor that 266 

drive this trend (Figure S8).  The power of ATT depends most strongly on the magnitude of Rhet 267 

and is diminished the most when effect sizes are in opposite directions.  By contrast, the power 268 

of Tractor depends strongly on both MAF difference and Rhet.  These two factors combine to 269 

create an asymmetric shape for the percent difference in power (Figure 3a).  This asymmetry in 270 

power observed for the Tractor method is likely due to correlations between effective sample size, 271 

allele frequency, global ancestry, and local ancestry that can occur in an asymmetric manner 272 

when causal effect sizes and minor allele frequencies differ between local ancestries32. We 273 

additionally investigate similar scenarios with varied global ancestry proportions (Figure S5), 274 

heritability (Figure S6), and population-level MAF (Figure S7).  While the exact boundaries of 275 

these regions do differ, the overall shape of this heatmap and the conclusions mentioned above 276 

do not qualitatively change.   277 
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 279 

 280 

Figure 3: Impact of HetLanc on percent difference in power depends on MAF difference. 281 

(a) Heatmap of percent difference in power for ATT vs Tractor.  The “*” indicates the center with 282 

no HetLanc or MAF difference. Quantitative trait simulated 1,000 times for a population of 10,000 283 

individuals on a trait with effect size 𝛽, ranging from -1.0 to 3.0 in increments of 0.1, and effect 284 

size 𝛽- = 1.0.  Global ancestry proportion 50/50, heritability at ℎ- = 	0.005, and minor allele 285 

frequencies 𝑀𝐴𝐹, = 0.5 and 𝑀𝐴𝐹- ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1.  Power calculated 286 

using a standard threshold p-value < 	5 × 1014. (b) Histogram of empirical 𝑅&'! 
5!6

5"6
 for significant 287 

SNPs found for 12 phenotypes in the UKBB. β,H,β-H estimated using Tractor. 288 

 289 

ATT Finds More Significant Loci Across 12 Traits in the UK Biobank 290 

We next seek to understand the impact of correcting for local ancestry in genetic analyses in real 291 

data.  We investigate both Tractor and ATT in individuals with African-European admixture in the 292 
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UK Biobank.  These individuals have on average 58.9% African and 41.1% European ancestry 293 

over the population of 4,327 individuals.  First, we investigate MAF differences between segments 294 

of African and European local ancestry over 16,584,433 imputed SNPs. We find that 72.8% of 295 

them have an absolute allele frequency difference of < 0.115 across local ancestry (Figure S10).  296 

 297 

Next, we investigate empirically derived values of Rhet to determine in which region of the heatmap 298 

estimated effect sizes are likely to be found in real data (Figure 3b). We ran the Tractor method 299 

on 12 quantitative traits to find the actual values of Rhet for the estimated effect sizes 𝛽789 and 300 

𝛽:;9.  These traits were aspartate transferase enzyme (AST), BMI, cholesterol, erythrocyte count, 301 

HDL, height, LDL, leukocyte count, lymphocyte count, monocyte count, platelet count, and 302 

triglycerides. Then, we line up the histogram of these empirically derived values of 𝑅&'! with the 303 

heatmap.  We find that for 69.3% of all significant SNPs, the empirical value for 𝑅&'! is within this 304 

[-0.5, 1.5] window.  While this is an estimate, we predict the true difference between estimated 305 

marginal effect sizes might be smaller than indicated by these empirical values because Tractor 306 

is more powerful in identifying SNPs with heterogenous effect sizes. This result reflects previous 307 

findings that causal effects are similar across ancestries within admixed populations22.  Due to 308 

this similarity in effect size, most of the significant SNPs sit in the center of the heatmap.  This 309 

region of this heatmap predicts ATT will have more power than Tractor.  We can compare the 310 

mean adjusted chi-square statistic of the SNPs found to be significant in this case. We find that 311 

this statistic is significantly larger for the ATT method than the Tractor method (Figure S9). For 312 

significant SNPs, the mean ATT 𝜒,- is 42.9, the mean adjusted Tractor 𝜒,- is 37.5, and the p-value 313 

for the difference is 2.11	 ×	101<. 314 

 315 

In addition to assessing HetLanc directly, we can also compare the number of independent 316 

significant SNPs found by ATT and Tractor for these phenotypes.  We find that while the number 317 
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of independent significant SNPs varies across all traits (Table S1), overall ATT finds more 318 

significant independent signals than Tractor (Figure 4a).  We find 22 independent significant loci, 319 

with 19 loci found in ATT and 10 found in Tractor.  This trend is most pronounced in HDL, in which 320 

5 independent loci were determined to be significant by ATT compared to none for Tractor.  321 

Similarly, BMI, leukocyte count, and monocyte count also only had independent significant loci 322 

when testing using ATT as opposed to Tractor.  Cholesterol and LDL had significant loci found by 323 

both ATT and Tractor, with a larger number found by ATT.  Height is the only trait for which Tractor 324 

identified one significant locus but not ATT. Unfortunately, our sample sizes were not large 325 

enough to detect any significant loci for platelet count, triglycerides, or lymphocyte count. All 326 

significant loci for these 12 phenotypes are detailed in Table S1. 327 

 328 

Figure 4: Comparing significant SNPs found with ATT and Tractor. (a) Venn diagram of 329 

independent significant loci found using ATT and Tractor in the UKBB across 12 quantitative 330 

traits. (b) Manhattan plot of chromosome for erythrocyte count in the UKBB.  Significant SNPs 331 

found with ATT shown in red and significant SNPs found with Tractor shown in blue. 332 

 333 

Additionally, we find that while ATT often finds more significant independent loci than Tractor, the 334 

two methods do not always find the same loci. Erythrocyte count is one phenotype in which we 335 

find an equal number of independent significant loci using both ATT and Tractor. However, not all 336 
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loci overlap.  Investigating the Manhattan plot of erythrocyte count specifically (Figure 4b) we see 337 

that loci on chromosome 16 are found by both ATT and Tractor. But outside of the main locus, 338 

both ATT and Tractor find separate additional significant regions.  At the main locus, this 339 

Manhattan plot clearly shows that ATT has significantly smaller p-values for the same locus.  340 

Thus, in a smaller sample size only ATT would have found this important region. This example 341 

highlights the importance of choosing the most highly powered association statistic for any given 342 

situation.  Manhattan plots for other phenotypes can be found in Figure S11.   343 

 344 

Discussion 345 

In this work, we seek to understand the impact that estimated allelic effect-size heterogeneity by 346 

ancestry (HetLanc) has on the power of GWAS in admixed populations. Our main goal is to find 347 

whether conditioning disease mapping on local ancestry leads to an increase or decrease in 348 

power.  We find that HetLanc and MAF differences are the two most important factors when 349 

considering various methods for disease mapping in admixed populations.  We consider two 350 

association statistics - ATT, which ignores local ancestry, and Tractor, which conditions effect 351 

sizes on local ancestry.  We find that in cases with small or absent levels of HetLanc, ATT is more 352 

powerful than Tractor in simulations of quantitative traits. This conclusion holds across a variety 353 

of global ancestry proportions and SNP heritabilities.  We find that as MAF differentiation between 354 

ancestries increases, so does the improvement of power of ATT compared to Tractor.  At high 355 

HetLanc (Rhet >1.5) or when effect sizes are in opposing directions (Rhet < -0.5), we find that 356 

Tractor out-performs ATT.  For African-European admixed individuals in the UKBB, most 357 

significant loci have both small measured HetLanc and MAF differences.  We find that across 12 358 

quantitative traits, ATT finds more significant independent loci than Tractor. Furthermore, ATT 359 

has smaller p-values for the loci that it shares with Tractor. This suggests that on smaller datasets 360 

more of the shared loci would be found by ATT than by Tractor.   361 
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 362 

This work has several implications for GWAS in admixed populations.  Our results suggest that 363 

usually, ATT adjusted for global ancestry is the most powerful way to perform GWAS in an 364 

admixed population.  However, it may be possible to predict the comparative power of ATT and 365 

Tractor using the allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria of a specific sample.  Additionally, 366 

since in real analyses ATT and Tractor often find different loci, it is important to keep both methods 367 

in mind when performing analyses. These methods prioritize different types of loci, with ATT likely 368 

prioritizing loci with higher MAF differences and Tractor prioritizing loci with higher levels of 369 

HetLanc.  From both scientific and social perspectives, it is important that admixed populations 370 

are incorporated more effectively into genetic studies. By providing insight into the strengths and 371 

limitations of these methods, we hope to enable studies to maximize their power in admixed 372 

populations. 373 

 374 

We conclude with caveats and limitations of our work. When hoping to understand these patterns 375 

of power for association statistics, there are many combinations of different elements of genetic 376 

architecture to consider.  These include phenotypic factors such as environmental variance and 377 

polygenicity, as well as elements of admixture such as the number of generations of admixture 378 

and the strength of linkage disequilibrium.  We could not consider them all, and thus it is likely 379 

that additional nuances to our findings exist when other factors are considered.  One major 380 

element not considered in this work is case-control traits.  While we chose to focus on quantitative 381 

traits in this analysis due to their importance in simplicity and ubiquity, case-control traits are also 382 

important in medicine. It is possible that the behavior of these phenotypes will vary compared to 383 

the quantitative traits that we analyze here, both in simulations and real data.  We suggest case-384 

control traits as an interesting avenue of research for future works.  Lastly, we chose to focus our 385 

analyses on ATT and Tractor due to their popularity and ease of use.  We compare how these 386 

methods work “out of the box” to provide simple and usable guidance for others.  However, as 387 
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discussed in the introduction to this work, a variety of other association tests exist. It is likely that 388 

in certain circumstances one of these existing methods would outperform both ATT and Tractor. 389 
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 23 

Methods 511 

Simulated Genotypes and Phenotypes 512 

We simulate genotypes using the following procedure: 513 

1. Draw global ancestry proportions 𝛼 ∼ 	𝑁(𝜃, 𝜎-) for 10,000 individuals where 𝜃 is the 514 

expected global ancestry proportion (either 0.5, 0.6, or 0.8) of ancestry 2, and 𝜎- is the 515 

variance of global ancestry in the population (𝜎- = 	0.125).  We use 𝜎- = 	0.125 to reflect 516 

the variance of global ancestry found in the UK Biobank admixed population. 𝛼 is coerced 517 

to 0 if it is negative and 1 if it’s larger than 1. 518 

2. For each individual, draw a local ancestry count 𝑙 ∼ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝛼, 2), where 𝑙 represents 519 

the local ancestry count of ancestry 2. 520 

3. For each local ancestry, draw a genotype 𝑔% ∼ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑙, 𝑓%), where 𝑓% represents the 521 

minor allele frequency at local ancestry 𝑖. 522 

We simulate phenotypes using the following procedure: 523 

1. Standardize genotypes so that they have a mean 0 and variance 1. 524 

2. Given some effect sizes 𝛽,, 𝛽- calculate 𝑉𝑎𝑟# 	= 	 (𝛽,𝑔, + 𝛽-𝑔-)- , where 𝑉𝑎𝑟# is the genetic 525 

variance component of the phenotypes. 526 

3. Given some heritability ℎ-, calculate 𝑉𝑎𝑟' 	= 	𝑉𝑎𝑟#
,1&"

&"
, where 𝑉𝑎𝑟' is the environmental 527 

variance component of the phenotypes.    This comes from the equation ℎ- 	= 	 =">#
=">#?=">$

. 528 

4. For each individual, draw 𝜖 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝑉𝑎𝑟') where 𝜖 is the random noise to add to the 529 

phenotype to represent environmental variables.   530 

5. Repeat for 1,000 replicates. 531 
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 532 

Real Genotypes and Phenotypes 533 

For our real data analysis, we used genotypes from the UK Biobank.  We limited our study to 534 

participants with admixed African-European ancestry.  Overall, we had 4,327 individuals with an 535 

average of 58.9% African and 41.1% European ancestry.  We used the imputed genotypes for 536 

these individuals with a total of 16,584,433 SNPs.  We calculated the top 10 PCs for these 537 

genotypes and added these PCs as covariates to all analyses as our global ancestry component.  538 

The phenotypes we used are also from the UK Biobank, and include aspartate transferase 539 

enzyme (AST), BMI, cholesterol, erythrocyte count, HDL, height, LDL, leukocyte count, 540 

lymphocyte count, monocyte count, platelet count, and triglycerides.  We log transformed AST, 541 

BMI, HDL, leukocyte count, lymphocyte count, monocyte count, platelet count, and triglycerides 542 

to analyze all 12 traits as quantitative, continuous traits.  We standardized all genotypes and 543 

phenotypes to be mean centered at 0.0 and have a standardized variance of 1.    544 

 545 

Association Testing 546 

Simulated Data 547 

We calculate the ATT and Tractor association tests on simulated data using scripts that can be 548 

found on https://github.com/rachelmester/AdmixedAssociation.  ATT is a 1 degree of freedom 549 

association test that uses the model 𝑦	 = 	β𝑔	 +	𝑒./𝛼	 + 	𝜖 to test for 𝛽 = 0 against a null 550 

hypothesis that includes global ancestry (𝛼).  Tractor is a two degree of freedom association test 551 

that uses the model 𝑦	 = 	𝛽,𝑔, + 𝛽-𝑔- + 𝑒+𝑙 + 𝑒./𝛼 + 𝜖 to test for 𝛽, = 0 and 𝛽- = 0 against a null 552 

hypothesis that includes local ancestry (𝑙) and global ancestry (𝛼).  They can both be adapted to 553 

be used on case-control phenotypes or to adjust for additional covariates such as age and sex.  554 

For our simulations, we used global ancestry proportions as our measure of global ancestry (𝛼) 555 

and did not need to adjust for any additional covariates such as age and sex as we did not model 556 
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those factors in our simulations.  For power calculations, we use a standard significance threshold 557 

of p-value < 5	 ×	1014.		 558 

 559 

Real Data 560 

We used admix-kit (https://kangchenghou.github.io/admix-kit/index.html) to perform the ATT and 561 

Tractor association tests on this data and extracted the p-values.  In order to determine significant 562 

SNPs, we filtered for SNPs with a standard p-value of < 5 × 1014.  For the Manhattan plots, we 563 

plot all SNPs with a p-value < 1	 ×	1013 for computational plotting purposes.  For the Venn 564 

diagrams, in order to determine whether SNPs were part of the same loci, we grouped SNPs 565 

within a 500kB radius, and kept the most significant SNP from each test (ATT and Tractor) in that 566 

locus. 567 

 568 

Measures Used to Compare Our Results 569 

In this work, we introduce several key measures that we use to compare our results.  The formal 570 

definitions of these are the following: 571 

Percent difference in power: -(ABC'>%&&	1	ABC'>&'()*+')
ABC'>%&&	?	ABC'>&'()*+'

 572 

Adjusted chi square: We take the p-value from a 𝜒- statistic and convert it back to a 𝜒,- statistic, 573 

regardless of the original degrees of freedom.  The adjusted chi square score for a 𝜒,- is itself. 574 
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